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Abstract: The efficient and intelligent handling of large,
often distributed and heterogeneous data sets increas-
ingly determines the scientific and economic competitive-
ness in most application areas. Mobile applications, so-
cial networks, multimedia collections, sensor networks,
data intense scientific experiments, and complex simula-
tions nowadays generate a huge data deluge. Nonetheless,
processing and analyzing these data sets with innovative
methods open up new opportunities for its exploitation
and new insights. Nevertheless, the resulting resource re-
quirements exceed usually the possibilities of state-of-the-
art methods for the acquisition, integration, analysis and
visualization of data and are summarized under the term
big data. ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig, as one Germany-wide
competence center for collaborative big data research,
bundles efforts to realize data-intensive applications for a
wide range of applications in science and industry. In this
article, we present the basic concept of the competence
center and give insights in some of its research topics.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, digitization permeates all areas of life and
produces an ever-increasing amount of digital data. Sci-
ence and research increasingly contribute to this data del-
uge [1, 2] through data-intensive experiments, complex
simulations, the eruption of interconnected sensor net-
works, and the opening of new data sources, such as dig-
ital archives, serving historical data. With the advent of
ubiquitous sensor-based streaming data, especially in the
context of the IoT, additional challenges are brought up by
handling datawith a predominantly temporal component.
Furthermore, digitization as a driver of data generation in-
creasingly determines business processes and also starts
to influence many aspects in private life of individuals.

However, only if data can be processed efficiently and
with intelligent methods, data can be the driving force for
gaining knowledge through analysis. In many cases, sci-
ence and industry face unprecedented challenges to cope
with very large and distributed data sets that are in addi-
tion very complex in their semantics and heterogeneous in
their formats. These challenges are referred to as big data,
and it can be observed that capabilities needed to process
these data sets exceedwell establishedand state-of-the-art
methods of data processing.

To address the data-driven challenges that are usually
very different between applications, an intensive and col-
laborative exchange between domain scientists and data
analysis experts is essential to provide insights and solu-
tions for a given challenge. This observation was the start-
ing point to establish a competence center for big data to
intensify research activities and connect to application ar-
eas for joint developments to address a wide range of big
data issues. Since October 2014, the project partners Leib-
niz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Develop-
ment (IÖR), Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biol-
ogy and Genetics (MPI-CBG), Technische Universität Dres-
den, and University of Leipzig combine their research and
application development efforts in a competence center
for collaborative big data research funded by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), which op-
erates Germany-wide. Our competence center, the “Com-
petence Center for Scalable Data Services and Solutions
– ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig”, has been successfully imple-
menting a concept for cooperative research on big data
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technologies and their interdisciplinary application in sci-
ence and industry. To fully comprehend requirements and
methods needed for solving big data related challenges,
our approach is to establish expert groups with a specific
project related focus. This includes data scientists, which
are specialized in adopting state-of-the-art technologies
for a given application, but additionally, integrate expert
knowledge from the methodical and technological com-
puter science perspective. This extends the range of avail-
able expertise to tackle given challenges coming from di-
verse application areas.

1.1 Project overview

At the two university sites Dresden and Leipzig, the na-
tional competence center investigates many different as-
pects processing large data sets in sciences and industry.
New methods and solutions have been developed to in-
vestigate large and complex data sets coming from a va-
riety of application areas. Within the competence center,
five domain science areas are tied together. They bring in
their domain specific requirements to process large data
sets, but also advance computer science research onmeth-
ods for data-intensive applications, see Fig. 1. These ap-
plications come from life sciences, material and engineer-
ing sciences, digital humanities, environmental and geo-
sciences, as well as from business and industry. Our re-
search is driven by the observation that big data solutions
can only be developed by adapting the whole data life cy-
cle, and by providing access to modern data processing
and computing architectures. Initially, data requires to be
integrated from different sources with high quality, needs
to by enriched, and further processed to extract new infor-
mation. Finally, data has to be presented to the user via
methods from visual analysis in order to integrate the do-
main scientist into the analysis process (see also Fig. 1 for
methodical research topics).

Besides the domain and computer science methods, a
key success factor of ScaDSDresden/Leipzig is the founda-
tion of a service center, that bundles interdisciplinary re-
search activities. The service center offers a single point of
contact for research and industry and coordinatesmethod-
ical research and application research at both university
sites. In the last years, numerous cooperations could be es-
tablishedwith a large number of scientific institutions and
companies. The service center does not only rely on experi-
enced data scientists to develop data-driven applications,
it also mediates competencies that are already present in
the center so that it can support a broad range of appli-
cation domains in the project. Often, existing and proven

Figure 1: Overview about application areas and methodical topics of
ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig.

solutions, such as the efficient use of data integration tech-
niques or the application of high performance computing
for large compute-intense scenarios, canbe transferredbe-
tween application areas. To disseminate developed meth-
ods and spread best practices dealing with big data, the
service center organizes trainings and workshops. This
way, amongst others, we were able to establish an inter-
national summer school series, and an industry workshop
series called “Big Data in Business” (BIDIB).

The remainder of this contribution is structured as
follows. Section 2 discusses requirements and possibili-
ties to provide large-scale architectures for efficient data-
driven applications. Section 3 presents the service cen-
ter approach of ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig and introduces
some research highlights, especially focusing on interdis-
ciplinary efforts. Finally, section 4 summarizes and gives a
short outlook about future activities of the center.

2 Environments and infrastructures
for big data analysis

Processing large volumes of data, most of which come
from heterogeneous data sources, requires architectures
that are both flexible and secure, enabling fast process-
ing of the data. Therefore, such architecturesmust support
different applications through customized hardware and
software configurations and should be designed for paral-
lel processing [3].

Big data applications cover a wide range of require-
ments. These usually not only affects the analysis, but also
for the necessary preprocessing steps in data integration
and analysis as well as methods for user interaction and
evaluation. These steps are typically modeled as complex
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task chains (workflows) that need to be mapped and ex-
ecuted within adequate execution environments. In par-
ticular in exploratory analyses, where optimal parame-
ter settings (i. e. for machine learning algorithms) are a-
priory unknown, new requirements arise, which are dif-
ferent from batch processing. In such scenarios, it is im-
portant to provide access to infrastructures that provide a
versatile software stack with extended analytics function-
ality as well as access to fast IO capabilities.

Modern computer systems, and in particular high-
performance computing (HPC) architectures, are an ideal
basis for providing customized and high-performance
work environments for various application require-
ments [4]. In the past, resource provisioning was done
by manual interaction between the user and the resource
manager of the HPC system. Especially in the big data
ecosystem, with its often explorative analysis and hetero-
geneous requirements regarding the analysis tools, the
HPC system integration presented an additional challenge
from the users perspective [5, 6]. Unlike shared-nothing
systems, which were predominantly used in the first and
second development stages of big data frameworks as
standard execution environments, modern HPC systems
offer high-performance environments for fast and scalable
execution of data-intensive applications. In particular, the
use of fast network connections to exchange data between
compute nodes and the access to different storage tech-
nologies with a corresponding IO hierarchy is crucial to
support complex applications with iterative analysis mod-
els.

On the other hand, the big data ecosystem was driven
by generic frameworks such as Apache Flink, Spark, or
Hadoop, which are widely used in industry to develop
big data applications, mainly because of better APIs, with
which the basic building blocks and integrated paral-
lelism can be combined. Partners of the competence cen-
ter have access to various clusters providing different ar-
chitectures, such as an Shared-Nothing cluster operated
by the center, cloud-based resources for service-orientated
developments, and HPC systems. This allows to investi-
gate sophisticated software stacks as well as computing
environments for complex analysis scenarios. Especially
in interdisciplinary settings, where scientists with differ-
ent backgrounds work on application specific challenges,
the ability to conduct explorative studies on flexible hard-
ware architectures is essential to gain fast insights in data
and compare different analytical scenarios.

The efficiency and scalability of data-driven analysis
has been significantly improved by further extending and
improving the existing HPC infrastructure in Saxony oper-
ated by the ZIH of TU Dresden. A further enhancement of

theHPC infrastructure to strengthen the compute and stor-
age capabilities is currently ongoing. Significant invest-
ments have been done to equip the system with hierarchi-
cal storage components with more than 2 PB flash-based
memory with a bandwidth of about 2 TB/s, where the flash
memory is flexibly configurable and can be used at all ex-
isting computernodes. Large amounts of researchdata can
be stored in an object store of 10 PB over a longer period of
time. The existing compute capacity will be extended by a
large number of Power 9-nodes, especially suited for scal-
able machine learning tasks, which will also be connected
to the flexible storage system [7]. Together with the exist-
ing components, this creates a system, in which different
technologies can be interconnected in a flexible way to set
up efficient and customizable research infrastructures.

3 Big data services and solutions
In the first phase of ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig (10/2014 –
09/2018), the service center was successfully established
and acts as single-point-of-contact for users in the field of
data-intensive computing / big data. A multitude of R&D
activities have already been successfully managed by the
service center in various scientific disciplines as well as
brought in by customers from industry. The service activi-
ties follow basically three lines of action:
– evaluation, analysis, and deployment support to real-

ize big data developments
– assistance in utilizing analytics software stacks and

access to clusters
– training and education activities for science and in-

dustry

In the following, some selected research and application
project results of ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig are shortly intro-
duced to give an overview about the competence spectrum
and to demonstrate the flexibility of its interdisciplinary
service center approach.

3.1 Detection of settlement structures in
topographic maps

Topographic maps are an important source of information
for geoscience research and for many practical applica-
tions in the field of spatial, urban, and landscape plan-
ning [9]. An important aspect is the distribution of open
land and settlement areas, as well as their historical de-
velopment, which can be investigated by the analysis of
current and historical map material.
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Figure 2: Automatic settlement detection in historical geographic
maps [8] using binary segmentation techniques. The recognized
settlements structures are visualized as overlay in green.

In an interdisciplinary working group of environmen-
tal scientists, computer vision, and the HPC experts, a
pipeline had been established to identify settlement struc-
tures as regions of interest in historical topographic maps
by incorporating binary segmentation techniques into the
analysis workflow.

In a first attempt random forest and conditional ran-
dom field methods from machine learning were used to
segment large amounts of data (scanned maps) efficiently
on parts of an HPC cluster. By mapping the analysis re-
quirements to the parallel infrastructure, the training and
analysis of typical input sets (5700 maps with in total 800
GB image data) was significantly faster to be executed, in
three hours compared to days on typical workstations [8].
The outcome are highlighted areas in themaps visualizing
the segmented settlement structures (see Fig. 2). In princi-
ple this approach can be extended to other unstructured
information encoded in themaps. Currently this approach
is extended with further machine learning methods to im-
prove the quality of training data on different variants of
maps and on automatic detection of writings and their
meaning on the historic maps.

3.2 Canonical text services for textual
analysis

The Digital Humanities represent an important area of
application since interactive text analysis and annota-
tion procedures for typical eHumanities applications are
of particular importance for the text-oriented intellec-
tual sciences. The field of application is typically very
broad and include the linking of multi-lingual and multi-
modal resources, network analyses with named entities
and their visualization, identification of topics and sen-
timents about space and time, and citation analyses over

different text corpora, to name only a fewprominent areas.
Adopting those methods enables a spatio-temporal con-
textualization as well as a linguistic evolutionary classifi-
cation of works, which adds a completely new dimension
to the interpretation of individual works and discuss them
in their contextual frameworks.

For new big data applications in the Digital Humani-
ties, the hierarchical structure of texts (chapters, sections,
sentences, phrases, words) is used as a basis to enable
distributed processing, the representation of data at dif-
ferent levels, and to efficiently compare data at different
levels. For this purpose, data is organized following the
CTS (Canonical Text Services) standard, and in the compe-
tence center a novel CTS service was introduced for mass
processing of text data. Based on the existing CTS proto-
col, a high-performance implementation of these services
was implemented. For evaluation and practical operation,
a large number of data sets were collected and made pub-
licly available as CTS instances for further use. Among
the highlights are data of the German Text Archive in
two different variations, the Parallel Bible Corpus, Digital
Muqtabas, the data set of the Textgrid Project, Adrien Bar-
baresis German Political Speeches Corpus, and the multi-
lingual transcripts of the TED Talks. The data of the PBC,
DTA and Textgrid alone reach a volume of more than half
a billion words, and the total volume of the repository is
about one billion words.

The approach developed in ScaDS Dresden/Leipzig
was also integrated in the tool set of the “European Re-
search Infrastructure for Language Resources and Tech-
nology”, the CLARIN1 project [10]. CLARIN makes digi-
tal language resources available to scholars, researchers,
students, and citizen-scientists from all disciplines, espe-
cially in the humanities and social sciences. It offers long-
term solutions and technology services for deploying, con-
necting, analyzing, and sustaining digital language data
and tools and supports scholars whowant to contribute to
a truly multilingual European Research Area.

3.3 Visualization techniques for large-scale
data

Data analysis guided by visualization techniques is a pow-
erful tool to provide insights into complex data structures
of very large volume. Depending on the type of data and
application area, adapted visual representations of data
are often crucial. In particular, if data needs to be aggre-

1 CLARIN project homepage: https://www.clarin.eu/

https://www.clarin.eu/
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Figure 3: Visulization results [11] using extended transparency cal-
culations to display underlaying structures.

gated for certain analyses or if the quantity of elements
to be visualized is overlaying relevant information, which
can not directly be presented to the user, specific visual-
izations need to be developed.

Within the framework of ScaDS, novel focus and con-
text methods for large particle data sets have been devel-
oped. Such data is often generated by simulation for ex-
ample in thermodynamics, molecular dynamics, or mate-
rial sciences. The interaction of a large number of indepen-
dent elements, the particles, is simulated in several time
steps. Individual particles, for example, represent atoms
or grains of sand. They form macro-structures composed
of thousands to millions of particles in each time step.
Adapted efficient visualizations are necessary for the un-
derstanding of these complex structures and processes. In
particular, the problem of masking was addressed and the
presented solution is based on an extended transparency
calculation as well as the determination of approxima-
tive global illumination for particles in three-dimensional
space [11], as shown as an example in Fig. 3. A focus and
context method for multidimensional, abstract particle
and point data was derived from this initial approach and
is based on a generalization of depth blur for the multidi-
mensional case [12].

3.4 GRADOOP – A distributed graph
processing framework

Theanalysis and integrationof very largenetworkdatasets
is becoming increasingly valuable, for example to gain
insights from logistics, business processes, social net-
works, or protein interaction networks in bioinformatics.
By representing network data as a graph, complex rela-
tionships between heterogeneous data objects can be ana-
lyzed. In big data applications, efficient analysis and min-
ing on such graphs is challenging and is currently not well
supported by traditional graph databases or distributed
graph processing systems. For this reason, ScaDS Dres-
den/Leipzig developed a comprehensive new graph analy-

Figure 4: Fundamental concepts of GRADOOP and its connection to
the Apache software stack.

sis system GRADOOP (Graph Analytics on Hadoop) that is
available as Open Source.

GRADOOP is characterized by a flexible graph data
model based on extended property graphs and provides a
variety of powerful operators (including patternmatching,
graph grouping and aggregation) [13] as well as a library
of graph mining algorithms [14]. The GRADOOP frame-
work (see architectural overview in Fig. 4) allows data sci-
entists and analysts to express complex graph analysis
tasks using simple and intuitive analytical workflows as
we recently presented at VLDB [15]. The operators and al-
gorithms are implemented on top of Apache Flink and
can therefore be executed on shared-nothing clusters to
be able to process large amounts of data in parallel. The
GRADOOP systemhas already been put into practice in the
context of two running third-party funded projects with
SMEs. In the second funding phase of ScaDS, which has
started just now, the technology for graph data analysis
will be expanded, especially in the area of data integration
as well as for supporting dynamic graphs. Various opera-
tors for data integration, duplicate detection and transfor-
mation are currently developed on the basis of GRADOOP
and Apache Flink. These operators make it possible to im-
plement complex and scalable Graph ETL pipelines that
are modeled as workflows and that are executed within
Apache Flink.

TheGrouping concepts of GRADOOPwere contributed
to the Graph-Library of the Apache Flink project, and
GRADOOP is listed as a third party extension on the
Apache Flink pages.

3.5 Automatic execution of data-intensive
workflows on HPC infrastructures

In a scientific cooperation with the KNIME project, meth-
ods have been developed in the field of Life Sciences that
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enable the connection of the KNIME workflow modeling
environment [17] to the HPC infrastructure. Thus, a direct
possibility for interaction out of theworkflowenvironment
with the high performance computer has been realized.
This makes it possible to execute entire workflows or parts
of the workflow on the connected HPC infrastructure with-
out any HPC knowledge of one’s own. The connection was
made via the HPCmiddleware UNICORE and its service in-
terfaces [18]. As an example for real analyses of the part-
nerMPI-CPB it could be shownby employees of the service
center and the ZIH of the TU Dresden that a high data par-
allel execution of the workflow on HPC is possible. Com-
pared to the usual execution of the application workflow
limited to one workstation, the automatic execution on
HPC enabled an acceleration by a factor of > 200 [16],
whereby a special example application processed a total
of 1.8 TB of input image data and more than 7.5 million in-
dividual files were processed automatically.

4 Summary and outlook

As the previous sections have shown by a few examples,
the developed applications span a wide range of differ-
ent scientific areas and use different methods in order to
gain new insight into available data. Although the devel-
oped solutions of data-intensive applications are different
in their implementation and use of methods, they share
some common features. Data-intensive applications rep-
resent complex workflows rather than individual applica-
tions. In future, stronger interactive and exploratory use
will characterize such workflows, which will be enriched
partly with machine learning techniques as well as mod-
ern analytics functionalities, such as e. g. implementing
deep learning methods into the whole analytics chain.

After its initial successful four years phase and con-
vincing results, the competence center was able to receive
full funding for additional three years starting in October
2018. In the next stage, novel big data research topics will
be worked on and the concept of strong cooperation be-
tween domain and computer science research mediated
through a service center will be extended with the goal to
achieve long-term continuation.
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